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Australian Forces Extending JTLS 

To Joint and Coalition Applications 

Members of the Australian Armed Forces Joint Warfare Doctrine and 
Training Centre (JWDTC) attended specialized training immediately after 
the recent Joint Theater Level Simulation (JTLS®) International Users 
Conference1 to extend their knowledge of Simulation’s capabilities to 
support joint and coalition training exercises, planning and analysis. The 
engineering staff of ROLANDS & ASSOCIATES Corporation (R&A®) 
provided a training program based on specific client requirements and 
questions. This capability is unique to the R&A staff because, as the 
Simulation developers, we can uniquely tailor the training to each client’s 
specific needs.  

This training included an overview of JTLS functions, technical control 
details, database tools and Oracle installation questions. A curriculum was 
derived from R&A’s JTLS 110 - Basic Modeling, JTLS 130 - Database 
Tools, and JTLS 200 - Technical Control. The material was modified to 
meet JWDTC specific requirements and questions.2 Additional detailed 
discussions included how to use the JTLS ELS and federating with other 
simulations such as JCATS, OneSAF 
and VBS2. 

 
 Mr. Bob Dotson presented Mr. 
Grant Robinson, Training Technology 
and Simulation Centre (TTSC), Joint 
Warfare, Doctrine and Training Centre 
(JWDTC), RAAF Base Williamtown, the 
R&A award of excellence for JTLS. 
This plaque recognizes Australia’s 
exceptional application of JTLS to 
                                                
1 The Conference was held October 25th and 26th in Monterey, California. It is by invitation only and solely sponsored by ROLANDS 
& ASSOCIATES Corporation (R&A).  
 
2 Additional JTLS course outlines may be reviewed at www.ROLAND.com. 



support Australian initiatives in strategic and operational training, planning 
and M&S. It also recognizes Mr. Robinson’s contribution over the past 
years to the success of the JWDTC efforts. Congratulations to all from the 
entire JTLS user community on this occasion. 

JTLS is the world’s premier theater level simulation. Its use includes 
decision analyses, contingency / management plan testing, 
experimentation, emergency preparedness training, command post 
exercise support, and coalition training among civil-military agencies. It has 
been used for analysis of border security, illegal immigration, and human 
trafficking issues. JTLS users gain insight into the problems and 
importance of effective information sharing, interoperability, and 
coordination in response to emergencies and disasters requiring regional 
and national response efforts. The Simulation can be connected to most 
Common Operational Pictures and has been interfaced with many C3 
systems. 

 The JTLS software is reconfigurable on-the-fly and is configuration 
managed by the US JCS J7 JCW. Mr. Don Weter, JCS J7 JCW, is the 
program manager for JTLS. Mr. Weter may be contacted by phone, fax and 
email at +757.203.7649, fax 757.203.6037, and Donald.Weter@HR.JS.mil. 
The Simulation is developed, maintained and distributed by R&A from Del 
Rey Oaks (Monterey), California. Information about JTLS and its availability 
may obtained by contacting Dr. R. Jay Roland at 
President@ROLANDS.com .  

Please send your email to JTLSPressRelease@Gmail.com or 
ROLANDS.Office.Mgr@gmail.com if you wish to comment on or be 
removed from this distribution list.  


